
Get Your People 
Performing Optimally



In the end, all 
business operations 
can be reduced to 
three words: people, 
product, and profits. 
Unless you’ve got a 
good team, you can’t 
do much with the 
other two.

Lee Iacocca



BASICS
High Performing Teams

Promote collective problem solving

Analyze team’s strengths and weaknesses to 
reach maximum potential

Develop individual tasks

Optimize work processes

Increase creativity of entire team
Success



BASICS
Team Dynamics

Team Dynamics describe how a group performs and reacts to factors such as change and power struggles.

Team dynamics also make up a system of social and behavioral learning processes.

The goal is to maintain cohesion within the team.



BASICS
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs in Regards to Motivation

Very Engaged
Is very satisfied with own work,
would like to inspire others with own performance

Actively Engaged
Controls an important part of the success, 
and sees own achievement as meaningful

Engaged
Identifies as a part of something bigger but
wouldn’t turn down a better opportunity

Barely Engaged
Is dissatisfied with compensation,
but happy with job position

Works Only When Needed
Is only interested in income

Self-Actualization

Recognition

Social Interaction

Security

Physiology



STAGES
Tuckman’s Stages of Team Development

Forming

Establishing boundaries, developing 
relationships, first set of work guidelines 

Storming

Pushing against the boundaries, power 
struggles, tension within the group

Norming

Agreement on group standards, roles,
mutual acceptance between team members

Performing

Team cohesion, tasks run smoothly,
no more friction 

Adjourning

Teamwork ends, concern rises about 
reintergration into the workplace

Team



STAGES
Team Assessment

A team assessment gathers information about the team, 

its members, and interaction within the company.

It compares teamwork in its present and desired state. 

Team assessments are used to explain, guide, or mediate 

interventions for team development.



STAGES
Team Assessment

1. Interviews (individual or within a group)

2. Questionnaires

3. Role playing

4. Behavioral observation

5. Visuals (collage, comics)

6. Evaluation of internal incidents/protocols

Team barometer

TOOLS



PERSONALITY TYPES
Belbin Team Inventory

Team Role Traits Weaknesses

Plant Creative, brainstorms ideas,
and solves difficult problems

Ignores finite details, has limited
communication skills

Resource Investigator Outgoing, enthusiastic, networks
and pursues target groups

Exuberant, loses interest
when enthusiasm vanishes

Coordinator Stable, self-assured, recognizes strengths,
clarifies objectives, delegates

Can be manipulative,
assigns own tasks to others

Shaper Demanding, dynamic, works well under pressure,
overcomes obstacles

Aggressive, can be offensive or ill-humored
in trying to push the team forward

Monitor Evaluator Reasonable, calm, and dependable Lacks the ability to inspire others,
can give excessive criticism

The Belbin behavioral assessment to determine the performance specifications of team members. The analysis divides teams into nine 
roles. This leads to improved conflict resolution.



PERSONALITY TYPES
Belbin Team Inventory

Team Role Traits Weaknesses

Teamworker Cooperative, diplomatic, listens,
and avoids tension

Undecided in crisis situations,
avoids confrontation

Implementer Practical, reliable, efficient,
transforms ideas into tasks, organizes work

Somewhat inflexible,
slow response to new possibilities

Complete Finisher Meticulous, dedicated, finds mistakes,
polishes and perfects

Tends to worry prematurely,
unwilling to delegate

Specialist Has special knowledge
and unique abilities

Limited contribution,
doesn’t go outside own area



PERSONALITY TYPES
DISC Assessment

D = 
Dominance

I = 
Influence

S = 
Steadiness

C = 
Conscien-
tiousness

The DISC test identifies primary and 
secondary behavioral characteristics.

Dominance, influence, steadiness, and 
conscientiousness make up the four behavior 
types.

People determine their own strengths based on 
self-assessment and their environment.



PERSONALITY TYPES
MBTI (Myers-Briggs Type Indicator®)

1. Contributes To The Company

2. Upper Management Material

3. Favors Communication

4. Has Motivating Or Demanding Aspects

5. Participates In The Team

6. Autonomous

A person’s behavior 
in a business setting 
can be assessed 
through the 16 
personality types. 



High performing teams


